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BANNING AUTONOMOUS KILLING

CHAPTER 12

Banning Autonomous Killing
The Legal and Ethical Requirement That Humans

Make Near- Time Lethal Decisions
MAl-lY ELLEN O'CoNNELL

Long before the computerization of weapons
1

technology, humanity debated the normative acceptability of new weapons.
The invention of the long bow, gunpowder, airplanes, weapons of ma&~ destruction, and so on have all raised moral and legal concerns. 2 Unmanned aerial
combat vehicles, or drones, 3 became the focus of debate when the United States
used a drone to launch a nussilc attack that killed several people in November
2001 in Afghanistan. 4 It was the fiN knO\vn use of a drone, operated from a
great distance, to kill. As the debate over drones grew, another debate, on the
legality and morality of autonomous weapons, intemified.' In certain respects,
autonomoU'i weapons are as old as any \veapon if they are defined as weapons
that may be triggered by a target rather than by the user of the weapon. A camouflaged pit, a spring gun, a land or maritime mine, or an improvised explosive
device c-an be triggered by the target without the user being in the vicinity.
Such weapons have long been the focus of philosophers and legal scholars. The
advent of robots with computer programs that can learn ha'i renewed the debate
and deepened the concerns. Advance'i in artificial intelligence mean that once
a robot is constructed and programmed, it will be able to make the decision to
attack without additional human intervention. 6 Such an attack could occur at
great distance from the time and place of the robot's origin.
In response to these developments, discussion is building toward a norm
against the use of fully autonomous robotic decisions to deploy lethal force.
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This developing norm IS reflected in documents of such diverse origin as the
United States Department of Defense7 and Human Rights Watch.s While
consensus is building toward the norm, consensus does not yet exist about
how to move beyond e<;tablishing the norm to winning global acceptance of
it. While it 1s possible to find support in existing law for such a norm, the
legal case 1s based on inference and analogy. Such support may be sufficient
to gain wide acceptance, but there is really no denying that the norm would
be strengthened by preliminary discussion and eventual negotiation of an affirmative treaty ban on fully autonomous killing. The discussion beginning
m the context of a new Protocol to the Convention on Certain Conven~
tiona! Weapons is a promi~ing start.~
In April 2013, United Nations Special Rapporteur Christof Heyns called
for a moratorium on moving beyond the design stage m the development of
fully autonomous weapons pending the formation of a panel of experts to
"articulate a policy for the mternational community on the 1ssue." 10 Wendell
Wallach, chair of Yale's technology and ethics study group, also called for a
moratorium in 2013 and for the U.S. president to "sign an executive order
declaring that a deliberate attack with lethal and nonlethal force by fully
autonomous weaponry violates the Law of War." 11 This chapter proposes a
treaty that will say much the same as Wallach's executive order. The negotia~
tion of such a treaty will require the expert input and global debate needed to
develop a strong express rule reqmring that human beings make any decision
for the near-time application of offensiVe lethal force to other human beings
and property. Even without the successful conclusion of a treaty, the nego~
tiation alone could go a long way toward creating a principle of customary
international law that bans autonomous killing.
The research for this chapter began in 2010. It is likely that as soon as the
chapter is published some of the information contained in it will be inaccurate, given the pace of technological development. Nevertheless, the best
time to consider the law and morality applicable to new technology is, arguably, before it is fully operational. Once technology is in use, re'itrictions tend
to be more difficult to obtain. 12 On the other hand, regulating technology
still under development poses obvious problems. Every attempt will be made
here to focus on the most likely future scenarios. The proposal made in the
final section, titled "Norm Building," is designed to apply to ccrtam existing
weapons systems, as well as future ones. Thus, the proposal should be relevant
regardless of what scientists invent next.
The remainder of this chapter is divided mto three parts: It will begin
with a brief overview of what we know at the time of writing about autonomous weapons. The discussion will move on to the law governing killing,
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including the international law regulating lethal weapons. The final part will
introduce a proposal for a treaty ban on removing humans too far from any
decision to kill. The precise details of such a ban will reqmre mternational
negotiation; this chapter will focus on why such negotiation IS imperative.

Autonomous Weapons Technology
In 2010, the scientific community did not yet have a consensus definition
of what constitutes a fully autonomous weapons system. 13 By mid-2013,
a common definition had emerged. In November 2012 the United States
Department of Defense (DoD) issued a directive titled "Autonomy in Weapons Systems." The purpose of the directive is to establish "DoD policy and
assigns [sic] responsibilitie; for the development and use of autonomous and
semi-autonomous functions in weapon systems." The directive defines an
"autononwus weapons systen1" as a weapons system that "once activated,
can select and engage target~ without further interventions by a human operator. This includes human-supervised autonomous weapon systems that
are designed to allow human operators to override operation of the weapon
system, but can select and engage targets without further human mput after
activation." 14
UN Special Rapporteur Christo£ Heyns refers to "lethal autonomous robotics" as weapons systems "that, once activated, can select and engage targets
without further human intervention."Li Military ethicist Deanna Neal uses a
similar definition of a fully autonomous weapon. She calls it a robot "which
uses some form of artificial intelligence to guide its decision-making and that
IS capable of target discrimmation and regulating its use of force independently of human 'eyes on target' verification or authorization before it kills
someone." 1& The Human Rights Watch definition is also similar: "If a weapon
were fully autonomous, it would 'identify targets and ... trigger itself."' 17
These definitions exclude many autonomous weapon systems by specifying that the weapon have the ability to "select and engage targets." The general view IS that states do not yet possess fully autonomous weapons systems
but are definitely seeking them. Although a few commentators continue to
raise doubts about whether scientists can or will develop fully autonomous
w~tems, the weight of opinion indicates it is only a matter of time. How
much time is disputed. Current e~timates predict that fully autonomous
weapons will emerged as early as 2015 or as late as 2050. 1H At a meeting of
the International Society of Military Ethics in January 2011, Neal cautioned
that "there is disagreement among the engineering nmununity as to whether
an autonomous robot ... ean actually be a~ated." 1 ' Yet a few weeks later
1

at another meeting, a former U.S. Air Force research scientist expressed hi~
confidence that there is "nothing holding us back. The technology IS a 'slamdunk."'20 He argued that the United States is not yet fully automating drones
because of "cultural resi'itance," not because of technological hurdles. 21
Despite any "cultural reSIStance," there IS no doubt that scientists are hard
at work on the relevant technology for fully autonomous systems. ~ 2 The
2012 DoD directive 'ihows the level of U.S. involvement in planning for
autonomous weapons systems. In the United States, the Committee on Autonomous Vehicles in Support of Naval Operations wrote in 2005 that "the
Navy and Marine Corps should aggressively exploit the considerable warfighting benefits offered by autonomous vehicles (AVs) by acquirmg opera~
tiona] expenence with current systems and using lessons learned from that
experience to develop future AV technologies, operational reqmremems, and
systems concepts." 23
At a press bnefing m 2007, a spokesperson for the U.S. Department
of Defense's Unmanned Aenal Systems Task Force, Dyke Weatherington,
spoke of the need to go beyond the remotely controlled technology in existence today that requires human intervention. For example, in "air-to-air
combat-there's really no way that a system that's remotely controlled can
effectively operate in an offensive or defensive air combat environment. That
[requires] ... a fully autonomous system." 24 Finally, a Human Rights Watch
report released jll'it a few days before the DoD directive was released m
November 2012 states, "Some military and robotics experts have predicted
that 'killer robot>' -fully autonomous weapons that could select and engage
targets without human intervention-could be developed within 20 to 30
years." 2 '
The breakthrough to fully autonomous weapons has either already happened or will occur in the foreseeable future. As will be argued in the section
on norm building, the time to clarify the applicable legal and moral pnnciples 1s now. 20 We already have a variety of semi-autonomous and passJVe
autonomous weapons such as land mines:
Indeed, several military robotic-automation systems already operate at
the level where the human IS still m charge and responsible for the
deployment of lethal force, but not in a directly supervi~ory manner.
Examples include: (i) the Phalanx system for Aegis-class cruisers m the
Navy "capable of autonomously performing its own search, detect,
evaluation track, engage and kill assessment functions" ... ; (ii) the
MK-60 encap~ulated torpedo (CAPTOR) sea mine system--one of
the Navy's primary ou1ti~ubmarine weapons capable of autonomously
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.; (iii) the Patriot anti-aircraft
firing a torpedo and cruise missiles
nus;1le battenes; (iv) "fire and forget" missile systems generally; and
(v) anti-penonnel mines or alternatively other more discriminating
cla'ises of mines (e.g. ami-tank). These devices can each be considered
to be robotic by some definitions, a'> they ali are capable of sensing their
environment and actuating, in these cases through the application of
lethal force. 27
Efforts to bmld norms against fully automated killing should begin before
the technology ism wide use. A recent UK Ministry of Defense report stated
of unmanned aerial vehicles: "Most of the legal issues ;urrounding the use
of existing and planned systems are well understood and ate simply a variation of those associated with manned systems.'' 2 ~ The same could be said of
fully automated systems. Yet it is the thesis of thi~ chapter that humanity has
not yet taken mto account the impact of increasing physical and temporal
distance on our legal and moral principles on killing. Development of the
capacity to deploy robotic target selection should be aecompamed by both
an audit of applicable legal and ethical norms and affirmative action toward
a central, treaty-based principle to restrict the removal of human beings from
the offensivt· near-time kill decision.
Several arguments already exi'it agamst drafting a new rule. One posits that
computers will be able to make target selections better than human beings. <'J
Another is offered by Schmitt and Thurnher who argue that by definition
human being'i \viii not be taken out of actual kill densiom because human
being' will build and program robotic weapon systems. Thus, no new rule is
needed to cmure that humans are in the loop. They admit that human input
could occur long before a robot resorts to lethal force but then they fail to
grapple with the implications of this fact. 111 Temporal di~tance from the kill
decis10n is the critical i'iSue. Most would agree that a computer programmed
to kill months or years before an actual operation no longer has meaningful
human involvement m the deployment of lethal force. The current law and
system of accountability for targeting decisions is built around human involvement, a; Schmitt and Thurnher acknowledge:11 Yet, with no additional
ev1deuce, they a;sert that the system will continue to work adequately even
when humans are far removed from the kill decision. It would be irresponsible at best to base legal and moral 'itandards for killing on such an unproven
assertion that defies common sense.
Jakob Kellenberger, former president of the International Committee of
the Red Cross, has said: "The deployment of such [fully autonomousl systems would reflect a paradigm shift and a major qualitative change in the
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conduct of hostilities .... It would also raise a range of fundamental legal,
ethKal and societal issues, which need to be considered before such systems
are developed or deployed.'' 32 Kellenberger may or may not be correct that the
deployment of fully autonomous systems will be a paradigm shift over semiautonomous one;. That issue is not as important, however, as his second point
about the fundamental legal and ethical prmciples we have established over
centuries. These prmciples are premised on a closer association between the
decision to use a weapon and the death or destruction resulting from that use
than is often the case with today's weapon 'YStems. Without legal intervention, scientists may continue to develop robots that take the kill decision ever
farther from the human beings who should bear responsibility for making it.

Lawful and Ethical Killing
International law prohibits the resort to lethal force except in limited circumstancesY In peacetime, international law permits police forces and other
government authorities acting under police rules to use lethal force to save
lives immediately. No innocent bystanders may be killed in such operations.
Governments may resort to military force when challenged by organized
armed insurgents on the1r territory or when attacked with significant force
from abroad. The United Nations Security Council may also authorize the
me of force by states to restore "international peace and security."
A state's response to a significant attack from beyond its territory is regulated under the international law of self-defense. The law of self-defense is
compnsed of Article 51 of the United Nations Charter and additional rules
found in the law of state responsibility and the general principles of law.-'4
The International Court of Justice has identified these additional rules in a
number of unportant decisions, starting with the 1948 Coifu Channel case
between the United Kingdom and Albania. 3; Military fOrce may be exercised
by a state that is the victim of a significant armed attack on the territory
of a state responsible for the attack. The exercise of mch force must also
conform to the general pnnciples of nece;sity and proportionality.36 States
may, of course, take defensive action in other circumstances, but such action
may not include major military force on another state's territory. States may
also resort to force when challenged by an organized armed group within
the state that is attempting to overthrow the government or to ;ecede. States
appear to tolerate outside intervention by states assisting a government m
ending insurgent or secessionist military challenges.
Fighting, whether for internal control, in self-defense, or as authorized
by the Security Cmuwil, amounts to armed contlict if orp;anized armed
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groups fight each other with a certam amount of intensity. Missiles and
bombs, regardless of how they arc deployed, are lawful for use only within
the actual fighting of an armed conflict. In other words, missiles and bombs
are pernmsible for use in armed-conflict hostilitie!> only. If a police force
were to me bombs or nussiles, it would generally be rcmrting to excessive
force. Beyond armed-conflict hostilities, authorities may use only that force
necessary to save a human life immediately. Bombs and missiles risk killing
bystanders, which means that the current generation of drones deploys too
much firepower for lawful use outside of actual armed conflict or in response
to a significant armed attack by a ~tate that triggen the right of self-defense
under Article 51 of the UN Charter.
This law governing resort to military force is a subfield of international
law still referred to as the jus ad bellum. The law was reconfirmed by a consensus of all UN members at the 2005 World Summit in New YorkY The
rules on how military force may be used dunng an armed conflict are found
in the Hague Conventions, the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Additional Protocols of 1977, customary international law, and, again, general
principles (collectively the jus in bello.) The rules on conduct of force are the
subject of regular review and comment by the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC). Al~o in 2005, the ICRC published a comprehensive
review of customary international humanitanan law (IHL) for the two types
of armed conflict; for which there are well-developed sets of rules: international armed conflict and non-international armed conflict. 38 It IS Important
to also emphasize that certam human nghts principles apply even during
an armed conflict.>'! The European Court of Human Rights, the InterAmencan Court of Human Rights, and the Inter-American Commission
have investigated whether governments have used excessive force and have
thm violated the nght to life.4< 1
These contemporary rules on the resort to and conduct of lethal force,
whether in peace or armed confliCt, developed most directly from the Just
War Theory of Augustine and Aqumas. Augustine drew on Aristotle and
Cicero for the concept that peace is the normal state and that violence is
justified only to restore peace. Moral philosophers continue to teach that the
taking of human life may be justified to protect human life. 41 In other words,
the exceptional right to resort to lethal force rests >quarcly on a JUStification
of necessity. Current law reflects the understanding of what necessity permits as a moral and ethical matter.
Within the in bello context, it is becoming increasingly apparent that necessity is the most important guide to regulating the use of force, given the rise
of irregular forces. Necessity determines what level of fon:e may be usedmilitary force where enemy combatants may hl' killl•d without warning or
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police-level force nece'isary to save a human life. Thus, other battlefield targeting rules~proportionality, distinction, precaution, and humanity-are
relevant after a necessity decismn is made. In the mid-2000s, the ICRC
sought to broaden the category of persons subject to intentional targeting
because of their status as persons in a "continuous combat function." The
ICRC insists, however, that such persons may be targeted only when it is
necessary to do so. The standard of necessity depend<; on the circumstances,
whether the situation constitutes armed conflict or not. In the words of the
ICRC's Interpretative Guidance on the Notion of Direct Participation in
Hostilities under International Humanitarian Law:
In classic large-scale confrontations between well-equipped and organized armed forces or groups, the principles of military necessity and
of humanity are unlikely to restrict the use of force against legitimate
military targets beyond what is already required by specific provisions
of IHL. The practical importance of their re<;training function will
increa-;e with the ability of a party to the conflict to control the circumstances and area in which its military operations are conducted,
may become densive where armed forces operate against selected individuals in situations comparable to peacetime policmg. In practice,
such considerations are likely to become particularly relevant where a
party to the conflict exercises effective territorial control, most notably
in occupied territorie~ and non-international armed conflicts. 4 ~
This greater emphasis on necessity i'i, in effect, a new restriction on the
use of lethal force under the in bello rules. It is consistent with the overriding obligation to respect human rights, which compels that any close case be
decided m favor of peacetime standards for the resort to lethal force.
The law in mid-2013 reflects an ever-greater restriction on resort tolethal force, whether by state against state in self-defense or during an armed
conflict by combatants against each other. Still, the lawful use of lethal force
requires an exercise of conscience. Even where a president or soldier has the
legal right to kill, the decision to do so will ultimately be an act of moral
judgment. Moreover, legal 'icholars know that in rare circumstances, individual conscience may compel action m defiance oflaw. This chapter argues
that the ultimate decision to kill must be made, therefore, by a human being
at or very near the time of the lethal impact. Even if scientists develop a
computer that can replicate the human conscience, the decision must not be
given up to a machine that cannot be held accountable.
However, John Aquill;1, executive director of the Information Operations
Center at the Naval l'n~t (lr~du:Ite School, has said, "I will stand my artificial
intelligence ag;aiun yuur hmn~n ;any day of the week :md tell yo\l ~hili mvA.I.
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will pay more attention to the rules of engagement and create fewer ethical
lapses than a human force." 43 Similarly, Ronald Arkin, author of "Governing Lethal Behavtor in Autonomous Robots," a study funded by the Army
Research Office, believes computer software can be developed to mcorporate
proportionality, recognition of surrender, uncertainty, and other fundamental
concepN to lawful conduct on the battlefield. 44 Anderson and Waxman have
also argued that roboN will make better, more accurate decisions in life-anddeath matters, whether the context is health care or war-fightingY
Others insist that scientists will not be capable of designing a computer
sophisticated enough to make lethal force judgments reflectmg the principle of necessity. They argue that these judgmenN will always be subjective
densions that only a human being, not a computer, can make. 46 A similar
argument was made when computer engineer; first began to predict that a
computer could defeat a human being at chess. The counterargument was
once that a computer would not be able to make the subjective densions
necessary to outwit a human adversaryY Today it appears well within the
realm of the possible that computers will be programmed to be capable of
domg what experienced battlefield lawyers currently do.
What 'ieems unprogramrnable is conscience, common sense, intuition,
and other essential human qualities. Accountability is another challenge that
seems impossible to overcome in the case of autonomous killing. 4 H Current systems for holding individuals accountable for killing require a certain
mens rea (mental intention), something a computer does not have. Without
accountability, the importance of norms about the use of force would likely
diminish.
It is already provmg too easy to kill with robots. 4ry Giving up the dension
entirely to a computer program will truly lower the barrier and remove, literally, the humanity that should come to bear m all cases of justifiable killing.
From the perspective of law, morality, and strategy, it seems essential that a
human being who has training and a conscience and who may be held accountable should always make the awesome, ultimate deciSion to kill.

Norm Building
Even if consensus is reached that the decision to kill must be made by a
human being, the question arises of how such a norm is to be created. Given
the history of technological development respecting armaments, it seems unlikely that we can prevent the wide availability of fully autonomous weapons.
The more promising approach is indicated by the strategies used to create
legal control of weapons that we already have. These include outright bans
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on certain types of -weapons, restrictions on how and where certain weapon;
may be used, and limits on who may use certain weapons. Practitioners and
scholars are aware of the need to engage the challenges autonomous systems
pose to current law on weapons. \fJ Much can be found in existing law to
guide the development and me of autonomous systems. Nevertheless, tl1e
essential, core norm will be a new one: a ban on removing humans too far
from the "kill chain."
In international law the most common way new norms are built is through
multilateral treaty negotiation. Think only of the new norms that emerged
in the course of the law of the sea or International Criminal Court negotiations. This form of norm development IS also evident in the area of arms
control. Some of the first multinational treaties concerned weapons bans, including the dum-dum bullet and a'iphyxiating gases. Some of the most recent
mccessful treaties have also concerned weapons, including the Rome Statute
of the International Criminal Court, the 1997 Ottawa Convention banning
landmines, and the 2008 Dublin Convention banning duster munitions.
On the other hand, the ICRC has employed a different approach to
law development in recent decades, finding and compiling in written form
principles of cu<;tomary internatiOnal law. In 2005, as mentioned above, the
ICRC published iN study of customary IHL rules; in 2009, it published its
InterpretatiVe Guidance on the Notion of Direct Participation in Hmtilities. The Guidance includes the heightened necessity standard discussed in
the section above on lawful and ethical killing. Developing a new express
norm against autonomous killing IS probably best achieved drawing on all
categones of mternationallegal norms: treaties and customary international
law, as just de'icribed, but also general principle'i, and jus wgens.
International arms control agreements such as the conventiOns on land
mines or duster munitions indicate some of the difficultie'i that lie ahead in
banning fully autonomous weapons. The requirement that a human being
make the kill decision within a certain time of the killing is a novel form
of arms control. Moreover, the technology of autonomom killing is under
development, leaving the design of rules a matter of prediction. Richard
Jackson, a ovilian Pentagon lawyer, has asserted that it is not possible to develop a treaty on a technology that is not yet in use. 51 In fact, mternational
law does prohibit certain future technologies. The ban on blinding laser
weapons wa'i developed before the technology came mto use. 52 There are
analogous bam, such as the ban on all forms of human cloning, despite the
fact that the technology for human cloning did not exist when the ban was
adopted. 53 Both of these bans rest on fundamental moral and ethical views
of the technology.
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Despite the challenge of regulating a developing weapons technology,
there are advantages to acting before the technology is widely available. It
may be possible. a~ m the ca~e of blinding laser weapons, to get agreement
in part because ~tate<; do not yet have the technology. Additionally, the norm
can be developed from existing pnnciples used to regulate existing nearautonomom weapons ~ystems. An incremental step m law development can
enhance the perceived legitimacy of the new rule. l3uilding on current rules
overcome> the problem of regulating a hypothetlcal and may have a positive
Impact in developing new, more appropriate ethical/legal norms beyond the
case of future robotic weapons. For example, land mines are a type of automatic \Veapon that operates by detonating under certain conditions rather
than when a human being presses a button or pulls a trigger. A ban on fully
autonomous killing could reinforce the existing legal and moral prohibition on land mines, even leading states not party to the land mines treaty
to consider themselvc<; bound. A ban on autonomous killing may also lead
us to revisit other weapons technology, such as the intercontinental ballistic
missile (ICBM), which apparendy has no failsafe to interrupt it after launch.
A norm agamst autonomous killing might necessitate retrofittmg ICBMs
and similar weapons. Currently a human being makes the decision to launch
an ICBM, bnt after that the missile locks on its target, rnakmg it impossible
to abort the strike. A norm against autonomous killing could drive the development of new technology that would allow a human being to abort an
attack prior to the moment of impact that IS now many minutes after the
decisiOn to launch.
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